Abstract. Artificial Immune System (AIS) is taken into account from evolutionary algorithms that have been inspired from defensive mechanism of complex natural immune system. For using this algorithm like other evolutionary algorithms, it should be regulated many parameters, which usually they confront researchers with difficulties. Also another weakness of AIS especially in multimodal problems is trapping in local minima. In basic method, mutation rate changes as only and most important factor results in convergence rate changes and falling in local optima. This paper presented two hybrid algorithm using learning automata to improve the performance of AIS. In the first algorithm entitled LA-AIS has been used one learning automata for tuning the hypermutation rate of AIS and also creating a balance between the process of global and local search. In the second algorithm entitled LA-CAIS has been used two learning automata for cooperative antibodies in the evolution process. Experimental results on several standard functions have shown that the two proposed method are superior to some AIS versions.
Introduction
Global optimization problems are used in continuous spaces in various problems of communication, commerce, engineering design and biological sciences. Optimization in nonlinear, non-convex and non-differential functions remained as investigative challenge for researchers on solving of optimization problems [1] . According to applications of these problems from many years ago, several methods have been developed for solving them that can be classified them in two groups: traditional and heuristics (stochastic) methods. In most traditional methods that usually including of numerical methods such as linear programming, gradient based method or analytical methods like differential calculus and lagrange multiplies [12] meantime have answer and enough time, there is limitation like derivation on function. Also, there are other methods that find all of local minimums, finally among which global minimum are selected [1] . In spite of guaranties of definite methods, because of being time consuming and limitations that they have on function, also, stochastic methods are important. With regard to comparison of mentioned algorithms, there are difficulties, among them, all of them have not examined with similar functions. Some of methods require arrangement of many parameters, and stating about the better methods in many cases depends on input function specifications. For example, for function that they have noises, it have been developed certain methods [13] . Of course, with due attention to [11] performance average of search methods equals on all of functions. It is too easy we cannot produce a search algorithm that relative to other algorithms on all of functions has the better performance. But each of existing algorithms has area of its certain performance.
In set of function optimization methods have been suggested certain heuristic methods that these methods in the proportion of numerical and traditional methods have more flexibility and they are usable in various areas. From heuristic methods in this fields, we can mention that simulated annealing [2] , tabu search [3] , genetic algorithm [4] , evolutionary strategy [5] [6], particle swarm optimization [7] , differential evolution algorithm [8] [9] , and recently artificial immune system [10] . Among optimization methods which they have been inspired from nature, genetic algorithm is very famous. In genetic algorithm there is possibility of early local optima and it applies mutation for came out from local optima. Also, set of points that they are considered as the next generation candidate is limited.
Artificial immune system algorithms are evolutionary methods and have several powerful features, such as population size dynamically adjustable, effective exploitation exploration of the search space, location of multiple optima, capability of maintaining local optima solutions, and also having the most of genetic algorithm features without difficulties of genetic algorithm [18] . Learning automaton (LA) is a generalpurpose stochastic optimization tool, which has been developed as a model for learning systems. The LA tries to determine, iteratively, the optimal action to apply to the environment from a finite number of actions that are available to it. The environment returns a reinforcement signal that shows the relative quality of an action of the LA, and then LA adjusts itself by means of a learning algorithm. LA have been used to enhance the learning capability of other algorithms such as neural networks [17] , genetic algorithms [32] , particle swarm optimization [14] [31] and ant colony optimization [33] .
In this paper, in the first algorithm, it has been used the combination of artificial immune system and learning automata for improvement of standard AIS. But, presence of high learning rate in learning automata is resulted in increasing of convergence speed or falling in local optima and in the event a good accuracy but will reduce convergence speed. Therefore, for removing of this difficulty, in second algorithm we proposed using of cooperation between learning automata with difference learning rate. Also in previously has been introduced the other model of learning concept with cooperative in from of CLA-EC in [34] . But in suggested model in second algorithm has been used combination of two cooperative automatons with various, low and high learning rate, so, high learning rated automatons merely results in speed acceleration of antibodies towards optimum answer and at the same time of learning rated automatons in cooperation with high learning rated automatons with interchanging some of its antibodies prevents falling in local optima.
In this paper, at first it has been introduced AIS in short, in third section it has been presented LA briefly. Proposed two algorithms has discussed in fourth section, and finally, results of experiments on proposed methods and other famous methods have been given in fifth section.
Artificial Immune System
Artificial immune system (AIS) is one of the computational intelligence branches in computer sciences, which inspired from natural immune system to present several algorithms for solving computer problems. Natural immune system acts in various levels, which in the first level, immune system tries to prevent enter the external invaders as known pathogen using skins, tears and similar strategies. In the second level as innate immune system encountered with all kind of pathogens in form of public strategy, immune response in this step done for all of antigens similarly. Also, this level of immune system acts very slow and is not enough for encountering with antigens. In the next level has settled adaptive immune which in this level for each antigen is created ideal comparison method. This level of immune acts very fast and it can produce many immune cells for encounter with antigens. The Immune algorithms that have planning in AIS, have modeled adaptive immune and these algorithms have been used for solving many computer problems. AIS algorithms are classified to several groups: negative selection, clonal selection, bone marrow, Immune networks, and danger theory. Each algorithm has modeled part of natural immune system. According to the literature, these algorithms have been used for solving optimization problems, pattern recognition, classification, clustering, intrusion detection, and other computer problems and have obtained good results relative to existing algorithms [14] [16] . Generally, can be consider the AIS as an adaptive, very parallel and distributed system. Mutation in genetic algorithm is used for preventing premature convergence, recycling and finding unseen and missed solutions, but in the AIS, mutation acts as only and most important operator that called Hypermutation, so acts in form of probable in the affinity is used between antibodies and antigens. Part of the population with high affinity value tolerate the lowest mutation rate and similarly part of antibodies with low affinity value tolerate highest mutation rate. Small amount of mutation rate in genetic algorithm is necessary and acts successfully, so it has created diversity in recombination. As a value, increasing cycles approaches the answer, so the rate will reduce until become zero and maintenance of most competent will become to the most amount. But in the artificial immune system algorithm, mutation should acts effectively as only and the most important operator. The general concept of standard AIS algorithm which is mentioned in the various references is given in form of Pseudo-code in figure 1 [15 
Learning Automata
Learning Automata (LA) are adaptive decision-making devices operating on unknown random environments. An LA has a finite set of actions and each action has a certain probability (unknown for the automaton) of getting rewarded by the environment. The aim is to learn to choose the optimal action, the action with the highest probability of being rewarded, through repeated interaction of the system. If the LA is chosen properly, the process of interacting with the environment can result in selection of the optimal action. A study reported in [28] illustrates how a stochastic automaton works in feedback connection with a random environment. Figure 2 shows relation between learning automata and environment and figure 3 pseudo code respectively [21] . is the learning algorithm. The following algorithm is a sample of linear learning algorithms. We assume that action i α is selected at time step n.
In case of desirable response from the environment:
In equations (1) and (2), a is the reward parameter and b is the penalty parameter. When a and b are equal, the algorithm is called is called L RP , when b is much smaller than a, the algorithm is L RεP , and when b is zero, it is called L RI .
More details and information about learning automata, obtained in [22] .
Proposed Method
In this section it has been explained proposed method for improvement of AIS algorithm based on learning automata. Our suggestion to improve artificial immune system algorithm is configuration of rate of probability mutation changes. Mutation rate in standard algorithm and some of extended versions in constant and usually take places with reverse of affinity amount in form of adaptive for example in AIGA model [18] also has been used from α value as common balance coefficient in mutation rate changes. In the first algorithm, it proposed to use one LA to configure mutation rate as adaptively. LA has three actions: increasing of mutation rate, decreasing of mutation rate, and no change of mutation rate. In the second algorithm, it use two LA for two antibodies groups, similarly the LAs have three actions: increasing of mutation rate, decreasing of mutation rate, and no change of mutation rate, with different learning rate and similarly actions. In each stage, automatons have selected one of these actions and based on selected action is corrected parameter value of mutation rate, consequently become well. LA updates probability of suitable action (mutation rate change) according to feedback from environment. General structure of LA has been shown in figure 4 . Working of two algorithms is the same but in the second algorithm, cooperative automatons with different LA in each groups exchange some of antibodies randomly in certain period of iterations until to satisfy stopping conditions. Generally we can state stages of these algorithms as follows in figure 5 and 
4.
According to affinity value of antibodies is accomplished process of clonal selection.
5.
Learning automatons select one of actions according to probability vectors of their actions. 6. Based on to selected actions, quality of mutation amount of antibodies is specified and improved new value and hypermutation changes. 7. Affinity values of antibodies are calculated again. 8. Based on updating results by hypermutation in antibodies is studied affinity amount of antibodies and evaluated learning automata performances and update probability vector of selecting learning automata actions. 9. Replacing antibodies is accomplished by colonies with high affinity and some parts of antibodies are eliminated with low and dense fitness. In each algorithm selected action evaluated by average performance of antibodies (fitness average), that it compared in previous situation, in the event that it is being better from current situation, the selected action is evaluated positive otherwise the action is evaluated negative.
Go to 2 if termination criterion not satisfied
The most important benefit of this method especially second algorithm is its high ability to escape from local optimum or settling in suitable convergence. Indeed with increasing mutation rate value, is grew beam of changes and has been accomplished global search and with decreasing mutation rate value, beam of changes becomes small and accomplishing a local search on the search space. In first algorithm, in spite of learning automata with constant learning rate, there were a constant convergence rate, but in second algorithm, presence of two learning automatons with low and high learning rates meantime establishing fast and parallel search is created possibility of cooperation between them with exchanging intermediate solutions.
Proposed Algorithm 2: LA-CAIS 1. Initialize antibodies in two groups with difference learning automata. 2. Initialize LAs in two groups (Low and High learning rate) 3. Affinity value of antibodies is calculated. 4. According to affinity value of antibodies is accomplished process of clonal selection for two groups simultaneously. 5. In each group learning automatons select one of actions according to probability vectors of their actions. 6. Based on to selected actions, quality of mutation amount of antibodies is specified and improved new value and hypermutation changes for two groups simultaneously. 7. Affinity values of antibodies are calculated again for two groups. 8. Based on updating results by hypermutation in antibodies is studied affinity amount of antibodies and evaluated learning automata performances and update probability vector of selecting learning automata actions for two groups simultaneously. 9. Replacing antibodies is accomplished by colonies with high affinity and some parts of antibodies are eliminated with low and dense fitness for each group. 10. Exchange some of their antibodies randomly between two groups when achieving to expected period of iterations. 11. Go to 2 if termination criterion not satisfied 
Experimental Results
For examining the proposed methods have done experiments on four famous standard functions that usually they are used as criterion of evaluating methods in most of literature [14] . Functions that are used consist of Sphere, Rastrigin, Ackley, and Rosenbrock which have been defined by equations of (3) to (6) respectively [14] . 
All of these functions have global optimum with zero values. Initial population size and the number of steps have been considered 20 and 500, respectively.
For comparison, the numerical experiments were performed with six algorithms by results of average and best for Standard Artificial Immune System algorithm as SAIS [23] , B-Cell Algorithm as BCA [24] , Clonal Selection Algorithm as CSA [25] , Adaptive Clonal Selection Algorithm as ACSA [26] , Optimization Artificial Immune Network as OAIN [27] , Standard Genetic Algorithm as SGA [4] , Artificial ImmuneGenetic Algorithm as AIGA [18] , and finally proposed method in algorithm 1, Learning Automata-based Artificial Immune System as AISLA and algorithm 2, Learning Automata-based Cooperative Artificial Immune System as CAISLA.
In LA RP , penalty and reward rate values have been considered a=b=0.01 and for LA RεP a=0.01 and b = 0.001.
Also cooperation automata has been considered in form of LA RI for which high learning rated automata a=0.01 and for low learning rated automata a=0.001. And iterations have been considered in each exchange period equal to 10 evaluations, and experimented function dimension has been considered in form of 10 dimensional.
Results of these experiments with given results in other common methods has been compared for Sphere, Rastrigin, Ackley, and Rosenbrock in tables 1. For better comparison of proposed method and other methods, comparison graph of converge rate in form of algorithm have been shown in figure 7 for Sphere, Rastrigin, Ackley, and Rosenbrock function. Also, for better evaluation between different states of proposed learning automatons, another comparison has been given for proposed methods in form of algorithm in figure of 8 for Sphere, Rastrigin, Ackley, and Rosenbrock.
As shown results, proposed algorithm 2 as learning automata-based cooperative artificial immune system, meantime it have the algorithm 1 features by which feedback that it gets from environment, gives more suitable behavior in search space and it has desirable efficiency, with addition of cooperation concept between automatons are created a good balance among convergence. In fact, in first proposed method Hypermutation as move important and only operator is balanced effectively in artificial immune system algorithm until improves convergence behavior and having better adaptive method to standard state, and with second propose has lower sensitivity to parameter arrangement state and it has better adaption.
Conclusion
In this paper, a new two methods have been presented for improvement of AIS algorithm using learning automata and cooperation concept between automatons in optimization. In all versions of AIS, rate of mutation changes as only and most important evolutionary operator is constant and it is with due attention to contrary of antibodies distances. But in proposed method using learning automata with due attention to feedback of environment changes rate is updated and addition of cooperation concept between two automatons with different learning rate is establish on equilibrium between local and global search. We never can give a method which it can cover successful on all functions but at the same time it has been shown in experiment results that proposed methods have had relative improvement to some of the other version of artificial immune system. Moreover improvements in proposed methods with combination of soft computing concepts and emphasizing on the other applications is considered in the future works.
